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ABSTRACT: Amyloids-β (Aβ) fibrils are involved in several neurodegenerative
diseases. In this study, atomistic molecular dynamics simulations have been used to
investigate how monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles interact with Aβ(1−40)
and Aβ(1−42) fibrils. Our results show that small gold nanoparticles bind with the
external side of amyloid-β fibrils that is involved in the fibrillation process. The
binding affinity, studied for both kinds of fibrils as a function of the monolayer
composition and the nanoparticle diameter, is modulated by hydrophobic
interactions and ligand monolayer conformation. Our findings thus show that
monolayer-protected nanoparticles are good candidates to prevent fibril
aggregation and secondary nucleation or to deliver drugs to specific fibril regions.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Amyloid fibrils constitute a group of proteins involved in
neurodegenerative (typically fatal) diseases such as Alzheimer’s
(AD), Parkinson’s (PD), and Huntington’s (HD) disease.1,2 In
particular, β-amyloid peptides (Aβ1−40 and Aβ1−42) are
responsible for fibrous plaque formation in AD,3 which causes
a progressive loss of memory, cognitive deprivation, and death
to patients.4 To date, there are no powerful diagnostic tools for
early diagnosis or treatments able to efficiently inhibit the
amyloid fibrillation, but this is considered one of the most
promising ways to fight AD.3,5,6

Amyloid-β fibrils are made by two β-sheets forming a U-
shape monomer which is stabilized by a salt bridge between
residue D23 and residue K28, which correspond to aspartic
acid and lysine, respectively.7−9 The protofibril is made by
parallel β-strands where the two β-sheets, called β-1 and β-2,
are perpendicular to the fibril axis, and adjacent monomers are
stabilized by hydrogen bonds.7 It is now recognized that
amyloid-β fibrils grow in two distinct ways.1,10 The addition of
A-β monomers to the ends of the fibril along the fibril axis
produces fibril elongation, whereas the lateral binding of two
fibrils along the fibril axis brings about the formation of the
protofilament.11

The contact between the two fibrils generally occurs through
the β-strands with the β-2 β-sheets exposing the other β-strand
to the environment.7 However, recent studies have shown
other possible lateral aggregation processes involving three-
folded fibrils12 which yield several polymorphs, making the
understanding of the fibrillation process more complex.13−15

Several works have demonstrated that the fibrillation process
can be accelerated or retarded by the presence of nano-
particles.16−18 Recently, Liao et al.19 studied how 30-nm-
diameter negatively charged gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
interact with A-β fibrils finding that AuNPs bind preferentially
to mature fibrils; they proposed a mechanism where AuNPs
can serve as nanochaperones for the inhibition of Aβ
fibrillation. In a recent work, Gao et al.20 found that 36- and
18-nm-diameter AuNPs covered by L-glutathione accelerate
the growth of Aβ fibrils, while 6-nm-diameter AuNPs have the
opposite trend, making them good candidates for developing
new anti-AD drugs. The same research group interestingly
showed how small Au nanoclusters covered with Cys-Arg
dipeptides are able to completely dissolve mature fibrils into
monomers.21 Moreover, NPs can act as specific probes for the
diagnosis of amyloidosis as recently pointed out by several
studies: Cendrowska et al.22 used 11-mercapto-1-undecanesul-
fonate (MUS)-coated AuNPs to efficiently assess the
morphological polymorphism of different amyloidogenic
proteins, such as A-β fibrils and α-synuclein, and other types
of Au nanoparticles with mercaptoundecanoic sulfonate as the
capping ligand23 or citrate-capped AuNPs by Elbassal et al.24

or as shown by Pansieri et al.25 using functionalized gadolinium
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NPs (GdNP) have also been used. Moreover, the recent work
of Cendrowska et al.22 showed that covering the AuNP only
with MUS ligands can bind to Aβ fibrils but in a random
manner, while the addition of hydrophobic 1-octanethiol (OT)
to MUS in a ratio of 4:1 increases the hydrophobic contacts
with the fibrils without altering the AuNP solubility.
More broadly, understanding the interaction of AuNPs with

biological objects has become of primary importance in
nanoscience and in nanotechnological applications.26−30

AuNPs size and surface composition is a key factor in
determining the interaction with proteins31−36 and with
biological membranes,37−42 but a complete description of
these interactions is still missing due to the high number of
variables involved. A recent experimental and computational
study by Brancolini et al.43 has provided an explanation of the
interaction between 5-nm-diameter citrate-capped AuNPs and
the fibrillogenic protein β-2 microglobulin. Their results have
suggested that the AuNP-protein interactions and protein
orientation upon binding are mainly driven by electrostatic
interactions due to the presence of citrates covering the AuNP
surface. Moreover, citrate-capped AuNPs do not induce
protein fibrillation but could affect His31 amino acid which
is involved in the protein destabilization toward an
amyloidogenic intermediate.43 In a recent computational
work of Bellucci et al.,44 it has been shown that a bare
Au(111) flat surface can inhibit the fiberlike conformation of
an amyloid fibrillar (16−22) peptide. The same authors have
demonstrated that the interaction of a single length Aβ1−42
peptide with a Au(111) flat surface increases the fibrillar
structures due to the high number of contacts that the gold
slab flat geometry imposes.44

The aim of this study is to elucidate how monolayer-coated
AuNPs can act both as markers for amyloid-β fibrils
polymorphisms, as recently shown,22 but also as possible
drug carriers to specific fibril regions. For this purpose, we
employed that molecular dynamics simulations are the best
tools to have an in-depth view at the molecular level of the
complex mechanisms that regulates the adsorption of AuNPs
over amyloid-β fibrils.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To elucidate the interaction of monolayer-coated AuNPs with
both Aβ(1−42) and Aβ(1−40) fibrils, we simulated
monolayer-coated AuNPs with a core diameter of 2 and 5
nm interacting with a nonmature protofibril, by means of
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Monolayer-
coated AuNPs were built according to the previous work of
Van Lehn et al.,38 see Figure 1, changing the monolayer
composition and the core diameter, as reported in Methods
according to the work of Cendrowska et al.22 Two sizes of the
core AuNP were chosen as 2 and 5 nm in order to have a
comparison between different NP sizes. For the 2-nm AuNP,
two coatings were studied in order to understand how the
coating affects the binding to amyloid fibrils: only MUS and
MUS:OT with a ratio of 70:30. As shown in our previous
study,22 these coatings were shown to be highly efficient in
labeling the Aβ(1−40) polymorphisms, whereas higher
concentrations of OT reduce NP solubility. The Aβ(1−40)
protofibril structure is retrieved from the work of Petkova et
al.8 and has been used in our recent studies,22,45,46 and the
Aβ(1−42) protofibril structure is retrieved from the work of
Lührs et al.,7 see Figure 1. The system is placed in a cubic box
with the same height of the protofibril, and periodic boundary

conditions are applied allowing the interaction of the fibril
endings with their images at the boundaries in order to obtain
a continuous indefinitely long protofibril as previously done by
Buchete et al.47

For each MD run, the protofibril is placed in the center of
the simulation box, while one AuNP is randomly displaced,
making sure that they are not in contact with each other. The
spontaneous binding of many different kinds of monolayer-
coated AuNPs to Aβ(1−40) and to Aβ(1−42) fibrils is
observed during the simulation runs both by visual inspection
and by the number of contacts of the AuNP with the fibrils, as
reported in Figure S.3. In the case of the Aβ(1−42) fibril, we
found that, whatever coated the 2-nm AuNPs interacts directly
with the side of the protofibril in correspondence to the elbow
(amino-acid sequence: 27NKGAI31) which links the two β-
sheets, and it is characterized by the presence of both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids. At the beginning of
the MD simulation, the interaction is given by the contact of
ligands covering the AuNP with hydrophilic amino acids
located near the head of the beta-1 β-sheet, and then after 20
ns, the AuNP moves toward the region with hydrophobic
amino acids closer to the tail of the beta-2 region, see Figure 2a
and 2b. This behavior is found for all kinds of 2-nm AuNPs,
and we called this binding site “elbow binding”. This
configuration is characterized by a persistent interaction for
the rest of the simulation (as shown in Figure S.3) of the
AuNPs with Gly29, Ala30, and Ile31 amino acids, suggesting
that this is a possible stable binding site.
In addition, a second binding site (named “β-2 binding”)

located on the β-2 β-sheet (amino-acid sequence: 31IIGLMV-
GGVVI41) is observed, see Figure 2c and 2d. In this case, the
AuNPs interact at first with the region between the elbow and
the β-2 β-sheet, and after 10 ns, the AuNP moves along the β-
sheet. Amino acids involved in the binding have their side
chain pointed outward, and they are Ile31, Gly33, Met35,
Gly37, Val39, and Ile41. Also, in this case, all AuNPs remain
bound to the β-sheet for the remainder of the simulation time.

Figure 1. a) Representation of the bare 2-nm AuNP and of its
hydrophilic 11-mercapto-1-undecanesulfonate (MUS) and hydro-
phobic 1-octanethiol (OT) ligands. In panels b) and c) 2-nm-
diameter AuNPs are covered with all MUS and 70%MUS-30%OT,
respectively, while in panel d) a 5-nm-diameter 70%MUS-30%OT
AuNP is shown. MUS ligands are colored green with the heads
colored yellow (sulfur) and red (oxygen), while OT ligands are
colored white. In panels e) and f) the structures of Aβ(1−42) and
Aβ(1−40), side view. Periodic boundary conditions are not shown for
clarity. Protofibrils are colored according to amino acid hydro-
phobicity and charge (hydrophobic in white, hydrophilic in green,
positively charged in blue, and negatively charged in red).
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Both binding modalities are supported by the recent results of
Cendrowska et al.22 where they showed that coated AuNPs can
be used to label the edge of different amyloidogenic proteins,
such as Aβ(1−40) fibrils.
The 5-nm-diameter AuNP is found to bind with the Aβ(1−

42) protofibril over the 100 ns simulations only in the elbow
region, while it is never found to interact with β-sheet regions
suggesting the presence of a possible potential barrier that
could, in principle, be overcome by using longer time scales
that are not affordable with full atomistic simulations.
For simulations of Aβ(1−40), the 2- and 5-nm AuNPs

interact with the beta-1 region of the protofibril (“β-1
binding”), making stable contacts with the amino acids from
His14 to Phe20. During the simulations involving the 70/30 2-
nm AuNP, we observed that amino acids in the Aβ(1−40) tails
interact with the AuNP before its binding to the fibril, see
Figure 3a. In this case, up to 4 tails grab the AuNP especially
through Ala2 and Phe4 amino acids establishing hydrophobic
interactions. In the simulation with the 2-nm allMUS AuNP,
an Aβ(1−40) tail seems to mediate the interaction with the
AuNP driving the binding to the beta-1 region. The first
interaction happens through a MUS ligand and residues Arg5
and His6 that grab the tail of the MUS ligand, see Figure 3b,
and then the AuNP is close enough to the protofibril to
interact with the beta-1 region to form a stable contact.
The 5-nm AuNP spontaneously binds to the β-1 region

where the adsorption is mediated by a tail that makes the first
binding as for the 2-nm AuNP case, but it is not able to grab
the AuNP due to its size. In this case, the AuNP adsorbs over
the fibril, but coated ligands cannot be accommodated into the
protofibril shape because they are closely packed together.

In all simulations, the protofibril secondary structure shows
no changes in the β-sheets and in the elbow regions. Small
conformational changes are found only in the highly mobile
tails close to the N-terminal region, as recently found.45

Computational and experimental studies on the Aβ fibrils
have highlighted the presence of several binding sites mainly
located in proximity to the two β-sheets comprising amino
acids Leu17 - Ala21 and Gly33 - Val40.48,49 Chalifour et al.50

used circular dichroism and electron microscopy to show that
the stretch of residues 16−20 on Aβ(1−40) fibrils acts as a
possible receptor for peptides to prevent amyloid fibrillation.
The (16KLVFFA21) motif has also been studied as possible
binding sites for antifibrillation curcumin-like drugs by using
molecular docking and MD simulations51 and by UV−visible
spectroscopy and fluorescence quenching studies.52 The results
of molecular docking by Chen et al.53 have shown three main
interaction sites for the binding of peptides to Aβ(1−40): they
comprise amino acids 28−32 and amino acids 11−19 and 34−
40.
The binding site found in the present work for Aβ(1−40)

spans His14 to Phe20 (14HQKLVFFA21) in agreement with
the predicted binding site (16KLVFFA21) for drugs and
peptides reported in the literature by several studies.51,52,54,55

The His14 to Phe20 region, characterized by a β-sheet
folding, is thought to be responsible for the secondary
nucleation process, i.e., the lateral aggregation of amyloid
monomers onto preformed fibrils that bring about the
formation of mature fibrils.56 The AuNPs interacting with
the Aβ(1−40) in this specific region can act as a spacer
disturbing the binding of additional fibrils and, in principle, can
inhibit or retard the secondary nucleation process.
Table 1 lists a number of descriptors, computed on 100 ns

simulation runs after binding, considered to characterize the
interactions between the AuNPs and the Aβ fibrils.
Analysis of the data values shows that

1) In the case of Aβ(1−42), the number of contacts
between the AuNP monolayer and the protofibril is
higher in the β-2 binding for all AuNP compositions
with respect to the elbow binding.

Figure 2. In a) and b) the elbow binding of the 2-nm 70%MUS-30%
OT AuNP on the protofibril, while in c) and d) the β-2 binding as
seen from the top and front of the fibril. Only the secondary structure
of the protofibril is represented for clarity. Amino acids are colored
according to their hydrophobicity and their net charge: hydrophobic
amino acids are represented in white, hydrophilic amino acids are
represented in green, positively charged amino acids are represented
in blue, and negatively charged amino acids are represented in red.
Heads of MUS ligands are colored according to the atom type: sulfur
in yellow and oxygen in red.

Figure 3. In panel a) a snapshot of the simulation of the 70/30 AuNP
bound to the beta-1 region of the Aβ(1−40) protofibril grabbed by 5
tails. In panel b) are shown an arginine (R5) and a histidine (H6)
grabbing the head of a MUS ligand in the early steps of the binding of
all the MUS AuNP with the Aβ(1−40) fibril. Amino acids are colored
according to their hydrophobicity and their net charge: hydrophobic
amino acids are represented in white, hydrophilic amino acids are
represented in green, positively charged amino acids are represented
in blue, and negatively charged amino acids are represented in red.
Heads of MUS ligands are colored according to the atom type: sulfur
in yellow and oxygen in red.
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2) All the AuNPs establish a similar number of contacts
with the β-2 region of the Aβ(1−42) protofibril, whereas
in the case of the Aβ(1−40) protofibril, a higher number
of contacts is observed for the 70/30 AuNP (2 nm) due
to the interaction with the protofibril’s tails.

3) Overall, the stability of the binding, as highlighted by the
RMSD, seems to be slightly lower for the 2-nm AuNPs
studied with respect to the 5-nm AuNP.

4) The estimation of the hydrophobic component of the
DG energy (DGphobic), see the SI, shows that the β-2
binding mode is always more stable than the elbow one,
and the stability increases with the number of MUS
ligands on the monolayer. The DGphobic of the β-2
binding mode of the 5-nm AuNP to the Aβ(1−42)
protofibril is double with respect to the elbow binding
mode, in agreement with our observation made by the
visual analysis of the trajectory that the ligands do not fit
the protofibril structure.

To gain deeper insight into the β-sheet and elbow binding
sites in the fibrils, we computed the potential of mean force
(PMF) using the Umbrella sampling methodology, as reported
in the SI. We found that the binding energies are fibril
dependent and are modulated by both the coating chemistry
and the size of the AuNPs. For the Aβ(1−42) fibril, the β-2
binding energies are about 10 kcal/mol more stable than the
elbow binding energies for the 2-nm AuNPs, see Table 2,
whereas the binding energies for the 5-nm AuNP are similar in
both regions. However, a potential barrier of 3.5 kcal/mol is
observed for the binding of the 5-nm AUNP to the β-2 region,
as reported in Table 2. This barrier is due to the presence of
water molecules located in the cavity of the β-2 region that
screen the interactions between the 5-nm AuNP and this
particular portion of the fibril, preventing spontaneous binding,
as shown in Figure S.4. In this case, ligands trap water
molecules in the channel given by I31 to G37 due to the bigger
size of the AuNP, while the 2-nm AuNPs are sharper and can
easily displace water molecules. Values of the PMF for the
Aβ(1−40) protofibril show that the allMUS 2-nm AuNP
establishes more stable interactions than the other kind of
AuNPs bound to the β-1, with energy values similar to those
obtained for the β-2 binding in the Aβ(1−42). On the

contrary, the 70/30 2-nm AuNP establishes most stable
interactions with Aβ(1−40). This difference could be
explained by the differences in the amino-acid composition
of the two β-sheets of the two fibrils: in the Aβ(1−40), the β1
given by the sequence 15QKLVFFAEDV24, which contains
charged amino acids, and the β1 given by the sequence
30AIIGLMVGGVV40, which is mainly hydrophobic. It is
important to note that the total free energy of binding is
much lower in magnitude compared to DGphobic, which implies
that upon binding there is a strong entropic penalty
presumably stemming from the ligand rearrangements. To
put it in perspective, these binding free energies are much
smaller than those for the same nanoparticles and lipid
bilayers.38 Moreover, the forces calculated for each nano-
particle in the case of Aβ(1−42) fibrils decrease with the
binding energy, while an opposite trend is observed for Aβ(1−
40) fibrils where higher energies are related to low forces, as
reported in Figure 4 and in Table 2.
In order to assess the average number of AuNPs able to bind

to a fibril per unit length, we have estimated the closest
distance at which two AuNPs can bind on the same binding
site by computing the distance, dCoM, at which the electrostatic
repulsion, Erepulsion(dCoM), is equal to the absolute value of the
binding energy, Ebinding, on that site, as reported in eq 1. Details
of the computations are reported in the SI.

= | |E d E( )repulsion CoM binding (1)

The minimum distance is mainly governed by the net charge of
the AuNP. Thus, the 70/30 2-nm AuNP can reach a shorter
separation with respect to 5-nm AuNPs that has a higher net
charge due to the increased number of MUS ligands, see Table
3. For the Aβ(1−40), the 2-nm AuNPs can reach the same

Table 1. Number of Contacts, RMSD of the Fibril after the
Binding, and DGphobic Calculated for the Different AuNP
Monolayer Compositions and Diameters Interacting with
the Aβ(1−42) and with the Aβ(1−40)

binding
site 2 nma 70/30b 2 nma 100/0b 5 nma 70/30b

Aβ(1−42)
no. of
contacts

elbow 140 ± 10 135 ± 10 145 ± 15
β-2 180 ± 15 180 ± 16 195 ± 25

RMSD (nm) elbow 0.48 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.02
β-2 0.42 ± 0.03 0.46 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.01

DGphobic
(kcal/mol)

elbow −128 ± 47 −169 ± 47 −99 ± 94
β-2 −139 ± 52 −184 ± 52 −174 ± 94

Aβ(1−40)
no. of
contacts

β-1 220 ± 15 180 ± 20 120 ± 15

RMSD (nm) β-1 0.49 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.03 0.34 ± 0.01
DGphobic
(kcal/mol)

β-1 −197 ± 56 −179 ± 47 −202 ± 80

aAuNP diameter. bMonolayer composition.

Table 2. Binding Energies, Potential Barriers, and Forces
for Different Monolayer Compositions for the 2- and 5-nm-
Diameter AuNPs Expressed in kcal/mol and Centers of
Mass (CoM) Distances Expressed in nma

binding site
2 nm
70/30

2 nm
100/0

5 nm
70/30

Aβ(1−42) elbow binding
energy

−55 −45 −23

CoM distance 2.25 2.25 4.24
potential
barrier

force
(kJ/mol)

218.86 239.73 96.86

β-2 binding
energy

−65 −54 −29

CoM distance 3.15 3.15 4.94
potential
barrier

3.5

force
(kJ/mol)

282.26 257.52 239.03

Aβ(1−40) β-1 binding
energy

−24 −51 −38

CoM distance 3.55 3.50 4.65
potential
barrier

force
(kJ/mol)

219.7 170.43 184.99

aBinding energy values are computed at the distance between the
CoM of the AuNP and the protofibril reported below. The force
values correspond to the maximum value of the derivative of the
Morse potential fitted over the binding energy values reported in the
SI.
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minimum distance because the repulsive charge effect is
balanced by the binding energy difference. The 2-nm 70/30
NPs bound to the Aβ(1−42) can reach the smaller distances
due to the high binding energy. These calculations do not take
into account the possible effects at the short-range scale that
can affect the AuNPs aggregation as reported in a previous
computational work by Van Lehn et al.57

In summary, we have shown that small monolayer-protected
AuNPs are able to bind to both Aβ(1−40) and to Aβ(1−42)
without altering the protein secondary structures. For all three
kinds of AuNPs considered, the binding happens on the
external protofibril regions characterized by the presence of
two β-sheets made by hydrophobic amino acids and in
correspondence to residues that are responsible for fibril
aggregation. Importantly, the binding of AuNPs with the
Aβ(1−40) is mediated by the protofibril tails that drive the
interaction to the β-1 β-sheet. These results clearly show the
potential of gold nanoparticles to both inhibit the fibrillation
process, in particular the 2-nm MUS:OT 70:30 coated AuNPs
efficiently target the Aβ(1−42) fibrils, and to act as possible
carriers for drugs to fight Alzheimer’s disease.

■ METHODS
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Molecular dynamics simu-

lations were performed to simulate the interaction of a gold NP with
the amyloid-β (Aβ) protofibril in physiological conditions. Aβ(1−40)
and Aβ(1−42) have a similar secondary structure, and they differ in
their amino acid sequence only in the last two residues (Aβ(1−40)
FASTA sequence: DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAEDVGSNKGA-
IIGLMVGGVVIA;8 Aβ(1−42) FASTA sequence: DAEFRHDSG-
YEVHHQKLVFFAEDVGSNKGAIIGLMVGGVV7).

The Aβ(1−40) protofibril structure was obtained from the
previous work of Petkova et al.8 (PDB ID: 2LMN), while the
Aβ(1−42) protofibril structure was obtained from the work of Lührs
et al.7 (PDB ID: 2BEG). Both structures were already used in
previous computational studies with good results.58−60 The Aβ(1−
42) and the Aβ(1−40) fibrils were built replicating the reference
structure 4 times along its principal axis obtaining a continuous
structure 9.805 nm long made by 20 monomers. An acetyl group was
added to cap each N-terminus chain in order to mimic missing amino
acids forming the peptide, whereas deprotonated C-terminus were
used, according to the work of Lemkul et al.59 The first 8 missing
amino acids of Aβ(1−40) were inserted using the Molefacture plugin
in the VMD package61 as random coils as predicted by both the Jpred
web server62 and by the Modeler package63 for protein secondary
structure assignments, as previously done.45,46 The same procedure is
not suitable for the Aβ(1−42) structure due to the high number of
missing amino acids and to the consequent inability to accurately
simulate the fibril.

The protofibril was placed in an orthorhombic box with the same
height of the fibril. The protofibril in the box interacts with its images
at the top and at the bottom of the box forming a continuous
structure along the z direction.

The 2- and 5-nm-diameter AuNPs were built according to the work
of Van Lehn et al.64 The gold core is hollow, and missing gold atoms

Figure 4. Potential of mean force expressed in kcal/mol versus the distance between the centers of mass of the AuNP and the fibril. In panels a)−c)
is shown the PMF for Aβ(1−40) fibrils, while in panels d)−f) the black continuous line represents the front binding, and the gray dashed line
represents the side binding for Aβ(1−42) fibrils.

Table 3. Minimum Separation Distance, dCoM (in nm),
between Two AuNPs When the Electrostatic Repulsion Is
Equal to the Absolute Value of the Binding Energy

binding site 70/30 2 nm 100/0 2 nm 70/30 5 nm

Aβ(1−42) elbow 4.59 4.83 5.86
β-2 4.54 4.77 5.79

Aβ(1−40) β-1 4.80 4.79 5.71
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masses are redistributed uniformly to shell atoms. Hydrophilic 11-
mercapto-1-undecanesulfonate (MUS) and hydrophobic 1-octane-
thiol (OT) ligands were grafted to the AuNP surface via their sulfur
atoms. Van Lehn et al.64 showed that AuNP surface structural
characteristics are not affected by different ligand morphologies but
only by the NP size and ligands relative lengths. In this study, we used
a random morphology. Three 2-nm-diameter AuNPs were coated
with two different ligand compositions: a) 70%MUS-30%OT and b)
100%MUS-0%OT. In the text of the article, these AuNPs are labeled
with their composition (70/30 and allMUS) for brevity. The 5-nm-
diameter AuNP is covered by 70%MUS-30%OT. The overall charge
of the AuNP is given by the number of MUS ligands forming the
protecting monolayer.
For all simulations, the GROMOS 54a7 united atom force field65

modified by Van Lehn et al.64 to include potentials for ligands was
used to model both the protofibril and the AuNP.64−66 Simple point
charge (SPC) water67 was added, and water molecules inside the
hollow gold core were removed. A salt concentration of 150 mM was
used, and the system was neutralized with the use of counterions.
Electrostatics interactions68,69 were computed by the particle-mesh

Ewald (PME) algorithm, using a fourth-order cubic interpolation, a
grid spacing of 0.16 nm, and a real-space cutoff of 1 nm, as described
by Van Lehn et al.64 Both van der Waals and neighbor list cutoffs for
short-range interactions were set to 1.0 nm. The temperature was kept
constant at 310 K, and the pressure was set to 1 bar in order to mimic
physiological conditions. The temperature was controlled using a
velocity-rescaling thermostat with a coupling time of 0.1 ps. During
the equilibration run, the pressure was controlled by the Berendsen
barostat, while during the production run, the pressure was controlled
by the Parrinello-Rhaman barostat with a coupling time of 2 ps and an
isothermal compressibility of 4.5 × 10−5 bar−1. All simulations were
100 ns long, and the time step used was 2.0 fs.
For each simulation, the protofibril was placed at the center of the

simulation box with one AuNP randomly positioned making sure that
they are not in contact. The number of water molecules in each
simulation is slightly different due to the AuNP embedding process.
For each different AuNP composition and diameter, three simulations
of 100 ns with different starting configurations were performed. All
simulations and data analysis were performed using the Gromacs-5.0.4
package.70

Data Analysis. Data analysis was performed using the Gromacs
package.70 The root mean square displacement (RMSD) was
calculated for the coated AuNP after the binding to the fibril. The
RMSD calculations give a measure of the stability of the AuNP after
the binding.
The change in the free energy (DGphobic) was obtained explicitly as

the DSASA multiplied by the constant γ which is the parameter
controlling the magnitude of the hydrophobic driving force. The value
of γ is 4.7 kcal/mol according to previous works of Van Lehn et
al.71,72 and of Sharp et al.73 The SASA is a measure of the
hydrophobic material exposed to the solvent at each simulation time
step and was calculated by the Shrake-Rupley “rolling ball”
algorithm74 by the use of 100 uniformly distributed mesh points
per hydrophobic bead and a 0.14-nm probe size to reproduce water
solvation.
The number of contacts between the polymer monolayer and the

fibrils during the simulation time is given by the number of atoms of
the monolayer that have a distance less than 0.5 nm from any one
atom of the fibril.
All average values and errors have been computed by averaging

data through the simulation length using the Gromacs tools.70
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